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The year 1995 was the centenary of Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s The
Woman’s Bible, an event which has been celebrated among feminist theolo-

gians with at least one major conference dedicated to it. Elizabeth Cady
Stanton is often perceived as one of the ’foremothers’ of feminist theology
and especially feminist interpretation of the Bible. Stanton searched both
Hebrew and Christian Scriptures for texts about women’, cut them out and
wrote a commentary on them which showed how these texts could be seen
in tandem with an interpretation which was oppressive to women. Though
the courage it took to start and pursue this project must be acknowledged,
Stanton has also been criticized fot the limitations of her vision. Stanton’s

project was limited to a white, middle-class American woman’s perspective.
She was hardly aware of what would now be seen as the ’contextuality’ of
her project. Thus The Woman’s Bible was presented as the first endeavour of
its kind. So one of the important developments since the days of Elizabeth
Cady Stanton’s project has been that, increasingly, other women started to
claim their own voices from their perspectives in the debate about inter-
preting the texts called the Scriptures.
About 90 years later Elisabeth Schilssler Fiorenza set another milestone:

in her book In Memory of Her: A Feminist Theological Reconstruction of
Christian Origins (New York: Crossroad, 1983) she saw the reconstruction
of Christian origins as the foundation for the liberating praxis of the ekklesia
of women’. Now, marking the centenary of Stanton’s Woman’s Bible,
another remarkable volume has appeared, which shows how feminist
interpretations of the Bible have changed since. Both The Woman’s Bible and
In Memory of Her were certainly milestones, but by no means do they rep-
resent all feminist interpretation of the Bible and certainly no longer are
feminists restricting themselves merely to texts ’about women’. To repre-
sent more adequately what happens if women move from being mere lis-
teners or passive readers to active readers and self-conscious interpreters
who are in dialogue with the text, could only be expressed in a collection of
essays. Searching the Scriptures is the product of five years of research
seminars exploring feminist ways of reading early Christian literature. The
first thing that catches the reader’s eye is the fact that there cannot be the
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feminist way of reading the Scriptures. It is a whole variety of ways of
coming into dialogue with texts which is represented here: it ranges from
the historical, at times imaginative, searches for women and their history in
early Christianity (’making women visible’) to the quest for the relevance
of the scriptures searched for women today in contexts as different and
wide-spread as the subjects of this commentary.

Searching the Scriptures certainly shows that the perspective of feminist
readings has significantly moved away from any paradigm of androcentric
scholarship into reading the Scriptures consciously as women of a particular
historical, social, or geographical situation. Likewise the majority of con-
tributors to this volume agree that most scriptural texts are highly ambiva-
lent and cannot be pressed into the binary opposition of either ’liberating’
or ’oppressive’. Therefore a careful analysis, in fact ’searching’, is necessary,
as most texts are, as Joanna Dewey in her narrative-feminist analysis of
Mark’s gospel (pp. 470-509) points out, both androcentric and liberating at
the same time.

Searching the Scriptures means ’expanding the vision’, leaving the bound-
aries of traditional biblical scholarship behind. While the first volume pre-
sented various essays on different approaches to reading the Scriptures, the
second volume explores how these can be applied to new readings of par-
ticular early Christian texts. The first boundary left behind is that of the
traditional canon of which texts are authoritative and which are not. As
E. Schussler Fiorenza writes in the introduction to the first volume of

Searching the Scriptures, this present volume ’engages in an act of historical
imagination by exploring writings which women in the first centuries might
have rejected or claimed as their own ’scriptures’. (E. Schiissler Fiorenza,
Searching the Scriptures. I. A Feminist Introduction (New York: Crossroad,
1993), p. 9, author’s own italics). So it is not only parts of the Christian
Testament which are studied here, but also texts which were not deemed to
be canonical by the early church, but which might represent a hidden
tradition of women’s leadership in the early church or of female imagery
for God. Within the Christian canon, some, like for example the First Letter
to the Thessalonians, do not even mention women. As Shelly Mathews
explains in the introduction to her chapter on 2 Corinthians, a feminist com-
mentary cannot merely be concerned with ’women’s issues’: ’...all biblical
texts require feminist analysis because women were and are affected by all
the texts of their culture, and because feminist concern for liberation
requires attention to all forms of oppression’ (p. 197, author’s own italics).

Another boundary set by traditional male scholarship and crossed by
women claiming their own authority to read and interpret the Scriptures is
a rather narrow definition of a ’commentary’. For example, as Elizabeth A.
Castelli in her chapter on Paul’s Epistle to the Romans points out, the genre of
a commentary needs to be redefined as it is not undisputed (p. 273):
’Commentary’s claim to represent knowledge (truth) rather than a reading
(interpretation) cannot exist unproblematically in an intellectual framework
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that sets in high relief the primacy of interpretation as a mode of under-
standing. In this sense, commentary as it has been practiced traditionally
within the field of biblical studies is an impossibility for feminism’ (p. 274). It
is certainly not encyclopaedic knowledge, but rather an impression of the
wide variety of both possibilities of feminist reading and searchable texts
which the authors of this volume want to present to the reader. As
E. Schussler Fiorenza points out in her introduction: ’In short, this commen-
tary seeks to transgress canonical boundaries in order both to undo the

exclusionary kyriarchal tendencies of the ruling canon and to renew the
debate on the limits, functions and extent of the canon... Revitalizing this
debate is necessary because the historical silencing and textual marginaliza-
tion of women are the by-products of the so-called patristic kyriarchal
selection and exclusionary canonization process’ (p. 5). The essays in this
volume do not follow the table of contents of the Christian Testament,

though the latter remains the primary focus, but rather contain texts from
the latter among others. The aim is not to establish a ’new feminist canon’
but to destabilize the fixed category of an orthodox canon which mainly
identifies women and women’s reading of the scripture with heresy (see
for example the rabbinical saying that he who teaches his daughter the
Torah might as well teach her sorcery).
The range of contributors is by no means limited to the privileged posi-

tion of the white, European or American academic, but includes for
example Jewish perspectives, as for instance Adele Reinhartz’s Jewish-
feminist reading of the Gospel of John (pp. 561-600). Yet it is noticeable that in
this impressive collection of essays womanist or mujerista perspectives are
still largely underrepresented. (For exceptions see Clarice J. Martin’s wom-
anist approach to the Acts of the Apostles [pp. 763-99] or Elsa Tamez’ read-
ing of the Epistle of James [pp. 381-91].) But it must be taken into account that
this represents what is still the situation in academic biblical scholarship.
While women are slowly claiming to have their own voices, it is still mainly
privileged European or North American women who succeed or are even
given the opportunity to speak out.

This is not a book to read from cover to cover, but certainly a useful
handbook as well as perhaps the source of exciting fresh appraisals of early
Christian texts such as The Passion of Perpetua and FelIClty (pp. 829-58), a
story about women and their bodies.
The volume is divided into three sections: ’Revelatory Discourses: Mani-

festations of Sophia’, ’Epistolary Discourses: Submerged Traditions of
Sophia’ and ’Biographical Discourses: Envoys of Sophia’. One of the short-
comings of the book is that these categories remain without explanation
and are therefore not understandable at times. The first section discusses

only one book from the Christian Scriptures, Tina Pippin’s commentary on
The Revelation to John (pp. 109-39) alongside such contributions as Sylvia
Schroer’s about the Book of Sophia (pp. 17-38) and Susanna Elm’s article on
Montanist Oracles (pp. 131-38). The epistolary section on the other hand
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contains exclusively canonical texts in an order which does not seem to be
obvious. The third section seems to be more balanced. Articles here range
from the Book of Judith (pp. 455-69) over the Gospel of Thomas (pp. 535-60) to
canonical texts like the four canonical Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles
(pp. 763-99). While the Hebrew Scriptures are generally excluded and might
perhaps become the subject of another project there seems to be no obvi-
ous theological criterion for the choice of the texts included other than that
by means of historical imagination these might have been the ones women
accepted or rejected in the early years of Christianity.
Each of the essays contains a short bibliography which suggests further

reading and puts the research presented into the context of both feminist
and biblical scholarship. Apart from that each author sets out to clarify their
hermeneutic position before launching into the commentary itself. Yet each
essay is distinct and they are therefore of varying quality and readability.
Some essays are section-by-section commentaries though they have to be
necessarily brief (see, for example, Pheme Perkins’s article on the Gospel of
Thomas [pp. 535-60]). Others view the text as a whole and are more like
chapters in an introduction to the respective texts (for example, Susanna
Elm on the Montanist Oracles [pp. 131-38]). The articles are scholarly, which
in this case does not mean that they conform to the standards of traditional
male scholarship, but simply that they presuppose a fair amount of knowl-
edge in biblical scholarship and are therefore designed for academic use
rather than light home reading. But this present volume might be a means
to help to give feminist exegetical discourses a voice in traditional biblical
scholarship without accepting the traditional categories of canon and com-
mentary as God-given, but as a starting point for discussion. Therefore I
hope that this volume finds its readership not only among feminists/
women, but grows to be a ’useful tool’ (yet another malestream category)
until another one is written.

Natalie Kn&ouml;del

TIEFER, Leonore, Sex is Not a Natural act and Other Essays (Oxford:
Westview Press, 1995), ISBN 0-8133-1658-8/0-8133-1659-6, &pound;37.00/&pound;13.50,
xvi + 232 pp.
The weakness of this book is its form-it is a collection of essays,

addresses and newspaper columns, so readers hoping for a developing
argument will be disappointed. Tiefer is a well-known feminist sexologist.
Most of the material was originally written ’for my sexologist colleagues in
attempts to shift the thinking in our field’. Given its form and narrow,
intended audience, would ’ordinary readers’ (whoever they are) and in
particular, Christian feminists, find the book interesting?

The answer is a definite ’yes’. Tiefer is a convert to ’social construction-
ism’, and her wit and wisdom in attacking the conservative, male-
dominated orthodoxies of sexology is enjoyable, informative and accessible.


